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A HSTRAC'l' 
:rne ~lang !"ormula for rUl.l-available .loss 
sys~em having Wide prac~~ca.l use in aesign
ing communication sys~ems ~akes no accoun~ 
01' ~·epeatea. calls. This leadS to a non-con
formity between tn~ory ana practice,Dam~ly 
~he call conges~10n probability m~asured in 
practice is more than its designed value. 
In this work it is shown how to choose a 
number of trunks in a full-available net
work considering the effect of repeated 
calls on traffic measurements. The choice of 
trunks number is based on the Erlang formu
la for systems with queueing .For this 
case a fair agreement had been achieved 
with the model considering repeated calls. 
Some formulas are offered for calculating 
an extra load caused by repeated calls in 
intricate communication systems. 

Investigating communication systems we 
usually suppose that a lost call does not 
affect a course of future events.In prac
tice,however,it is not true.A call which is 
lost due to line engagement(but not the sub
scriber engaged) causes in most cases the 
repeated calls. Thereby we should disting
guish between primary and secondary calls. 
Repeated calls lead to serious distortions 
of the real engagement pattern of a network. 
To some extent it is the effect of positive 
feed-back: a random congestion of a system 
(primary call loss) increases the call flow 
intensity(repeated call flow is added to 
the flow of primary calls).This is especi
ally obvious for a multistage mode of con
nection.Due to repeated calls the initial 
stages of a network are loaded more than 
subsequent ones. 
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Investigation of repeated calls is associa
ted with solving the two problems. 
I.-Calculation of an extra load imposed by 
repeated calls at a given call congestion 
probability 
2.Determination of a necessary number of 
trunks providing the required quality of 
communication. 

Solving these problems we assume that a 
subscriber after losing primary call would 
send repeated cal.ls up to success,thereby we 
do not allow a lOSS of message. 

In ~he formulas given below one may readily 
take ~nto account the probability of message 
loss(or leaving the queue). 

The second task was solved for a full
ava~lable n~twork and the required communi
cat~on ~ual~ty wa~ ?haracterised by the call 
congest10n probab111ty as the most widely 
used characteristic of communication systems 
in calculation and measurements of the net
work load. 

In solving the problem we shall employ a 
rough approach based on common reasons of 
the Theory of probability, hoping that these 
ordinary relations will find more extensive 
use in engineering practice, than the formu
las obtained from complex models. 

Repeated calls vere studied by many 
authors:CohentI) ,Eldin(2) ,Kosten(5) ,Leserson 
Greibo(?),Le Gall(6),Ponomarev,Sokolova
K.urganskaya(8,IO),K.ornishev (4),Ionin ,Bedol 

.(3).However,all these works are concerned 
mainly with the second task,definition of a 
necessary number of trunks in a full-avail
ab.le trunk-group with repeated calls. 

Le Ga.ll in his fundamenta.l work (6) per
rormRd a detail study of appearance of an 

total load A ( equal to the initial 
load plus an extra load due to repeated 
trials,taking into account the duration of 
estab.lishing the contact). 

To define the necessary number of trunks 
V,in a full-availaOle ~runk-group serving , 
total load A with a given f~st call loss 
~robability~ Le Gal.l proposed to emp.loy the 
Erlang formula for a loss system,namely to 
take such a ". tha~ 1>" = E.". (A) . 

AS is shown belowtsee Fig.6)~his results in 
underestimation of ~he number of trunks requ
i1:ea. 

I. CalCUlation of an extra-load imposed 
by reneatea. callS 

.in a real communication system ~ach tele
phone talK engaging a trunk for 2 - j min 
originates a random numoer of repeated 
trials,each of several second duration ,occu
pying the whOle urunK,or on.iy part of it,de
pending on ~he loss p.lace~ 

~he effec~ of repeatea ~ria.is on . load 
measuremen~s uepends upon ~he accep~eu de1"1-
nit ion of conges~~on prDbaOi.lity.Accoru~ng 
to our assumpt10n every subscriber losing 
pr~mary ca.ll would maKe repea~ea trialS up 
to success.~nerefore a .lost load conSists of 
time intervalS which correspona ~o unsuccess-



fUl tr~als of ge~~ing the con~~ct. Here tne 
load congestion probabil~t~ Deing consideren 
~s ~ne ratio of the ~osu load ~o the totai 
lo~d may be not iarge.At the same time the 
call congestion probability taken as the 
ratio of the lost calls to the total number 
of primary and secondary calls may be seve
ral times more.Mixing of these two approa
ches leads to large errors in computing the 
system traffic capacity.Let us illustrate 
this on a multistaged network. 
1.1 Problem formulation 
Suppose that we have a network comprising n
stages in which the call congestion probabi
lity over one stage equals~ and does not 
depend on the states ( trunk engagement ) in 
the rest stages. This assumption is fulfilled 
for complicated networks.Our task is to de
fine the amount of served and missed load in 
one stage of this network. 

To be more exact in formulating this prob
lem we offer erroneous or,rather,very rough 
considerations pertinent to the solving this 
problem, which sometimes are met in practice. 

Used reasoning are as follows:lf the load 
in the last stage is to be equal, for instan
ce, 100 erlang, and the congestion probabili
ty per one stage,f = 0.5, then the load en
tering last stage would be 200 erlang the 
load in (n-I)stage = 400 erlang( 400:100.21 ) 
and so on , so that the load entering first 
stage equals 2~.IOO erlang.This means that 
the served load is 100 erlang while the lost 
load,respectively, equals ( ~-I).IOO erlang. 

The main mistake lies in not correct 
using of the term "load".We expressed the 
load in erlangs.But earlier we calculated in 
fact a mean number of, calls arriving per one 
hour. 

If the load served by the whole network 
equals 100 erlang, then the load served in 
first (n -I) stages can not be equal to 200 
erlang, but it would be a bit less.~very 
lost call is engaging the trunk for a short 
time(about several seconds) as compared to 
the mean talk duration of 2-3 minutes. 

If the time spent for providing connec -
tion can be neglected,then the entering load 
also equals 100 erlang.To determine this 
load more accurate we should give due consi
deration to the time required to find a free 
way( the time necessary for providing connec
tion).Besides,we need to consider the behavi
our of subscribers making repeated calls 
after they lost primary one. 

So we should find a solution of the 
following problem. 

Let.t't.. be a number of stages in the network, 
~- the call congestion probability in one 
stage(not depending on the state of other 
stages), t- -average time for providing con
nection within one stage , and T -mean dura -
tion of a telephone talk.Let also that ~n. is 
the load served by the last stage. 

We are to find the load enteriDg the first 
stage(denote it by ~1). 

We shall solve this task in approximate 
way, using elementary reasoning of the Theory 
of probability. 
1.2 Calculation of served load. 
Let us consider the events associated with 
one a~rived call. The call congestion proba
bility in the first stage =p , in the second 
stage = pt~-p) ~~ so on ••• in the n-stage 
it equals p(I-p); the probability of success
ful passing of all n-stages and providing a 
free way is equa~ to (i_p)h.(lt is easy to 
check up tha~ these events form the whole 
group of events, because p+ p(l-p) + ••• + 
P (i- p)"'-i+ (l- p)l't.= l.) Now determine the 
load entering first stage at every event • 
If a ca~l was ~ost in the first stage then 
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the entering load equals t( the mean ~~e of 
providing contact ),if it was lost in the 
2-nd stage-the ioad equals 2t and so on, if 
in "tine n -stage t the load equals n t. lf a 
call was served then the en~ering load is 
equal to n t + T • Tnus for every served 
call tne ioad entering first stage is to be 

1:1>+ 2t"C4-",)+ .. . ~ htf(4-'t»"-\( "t+T)(-1 -,, )"~ ( 

;::: -t[~-(~-p).,(",,,+")J +(I1-t+T)(f-1')t'I . 1) 
1J 

The load arriving to "tine last stage differs 
from zero only in case when the call was 
not lost in tbe rirst n - I stages t and 
I. equais t+ T if the cail was served,the 

probaDiiity of whicn is ( I _ P )n, 

2. equals t-, ~f the call was l.ost just l.n 
tne n-stage,~ne probaD~~~~y of th1s 
event be1ng pC ~ - p)I'1-", 

3. tne load eq~ls zero witn the additional 
probaD1~ity p + ••• + p( i _ P )n-2 . 

Consequently ~he average ~oan entering tne 
n - stag~ with one cal.l arrived to the r1rst 
stage equals: 

-Lp (1-'P) ",-1 +(i:+T)(1 -~)n. (2.) 
Erom rel.ations (1) ~nu (2) we find the 
ratio of the load entered to the load serveQ 

~= V1?[t1_(~_1')h(""'i-,,)J+(l1t+T)(4-p)h. (3) 
:th t1'(I-~)"-" -+(.f:+T)(( - ,,)" 

The dependence of (3) on n for two values 
of p = 0.1 and 0.5 is shown in Fig.I. 
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Using formula (3) one can find the load 
~n+~ passed through the whole system(or the 

load entering an imaginary stage ( n + I ) ) 
This passed load is defined only by the talk 
duration T. Because the probability that 
individual call will terminate in a talk is 
( I - P )~ from formula (3) it follows that: 

u 'a~ T (~-1?r1. I't. ' (4) 
on.+-1 = t/'P [1-(4-1'Y'(h1'+1)] +(nt+i)(A-,,) 

1.3. Allowance for the effect of repeated 
calls 

Let us estimate the increase in a call 
flow intensity in case of repeated calls. 
Compute the average number of repeated calls 
originated by one primary call. 

The probability of establishing connection 
in all n - stages is A = ( I - P )I't.and the 
call co~estion probability ( in some of n
stages ) is . I - ( I - P )~. With probabili
ty \ I ~ A )LA the number of repeated calls 
equals ~. 

Thus the average number of repeated calls 
per one primary call is 

O. A... + ~ (~--') ~ A +. :: ~- A :: -~- - 1 . (5) 
•.• .. A (1-?)" 

The total number of calls caused by one call 
equals ( I - P rl't., of them I call is served, 
while the rest ( 1- P )~~I are 10st.Hence, 
the ratio of the total call flow to the pri
mary flow intensity equals -Ln.' 

(-1-1') 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Some numerical values of this 'ratio are de
picted in Fig.2. 
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I.4.First Example 
Let us use the method proposed for studying 
the network shown in Fig.3. 

Consider a call flow from subscribers A to 
subscribers B. To provide connection 
between A and B it is necessary to set a way 
consisting of three stages. ' 
I. To call 5" and to get one of m -1 trunks 

between Si and S~ ( call congestion probabili
ty for this stage is P1)' 

2.'1'0 get one of m~ trunks between S2, and ~~ 
( corresponding congestion probability is ~ 
3.To cal~ the subscriber required(congest
ion probability for this stage is P3,inclu
ding a probability that subscriber's tele
phone is engaged,or subscriber is absent or 
other reasons). 

Suppose that after losing a call in any 
stage the subscriber ~ after a random time 

would send a call once more.Let the primary 
call flow from subscriber A to have intensity 
A ( i.d.on average .i\ calls in unit time ( ,an 
hour).Each served call is preceded by a num
ber of repeated calls sent by a telephone 
operator or by subscribers themselves.Repea
ted calls produce an extra load on the net
work.In order to calculate this load we need 
to know an average time of providing contact 
in separate stages of the network. 

Suppose that this average time for the 
first stage( call of 51 , an~ searching for 
a trunk in first trunk group between51 and SJ 
lasts during mean time t-1 ,t'or the 2-nd stage 
(engagement of a trunx in first trunk group, 
and searching for a free trunk in the second 
trunk group,between S~and S~) ~asts during 
mean time t2 ,for the 3-rd stage (engagement 
or a second group trunK and call of subscri
ber) lasts during mean time t 3 , an~ lihe mean 
time of a telephone talk itse~f being T. 

Let us discuss in detail the appearance 
of extra load in lihe first and second trunk 
groups. 

Venote the total load served by first 
lirunk as ~1 an~ total ~oad servea Oy 2-na 
trunk as ~2.Computing the loaa of a networK 
we shall neglect the ~oad on the control de
vices of automatic te1ephone station. 
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Repeating this deduction wnich is similar to 
derivation of formulaeI) we shall see tha~ 
every call or sUbscriber A t primary or 
secondary) crea~es a load on the first trunK 
group. 

A 1:: i 2 (-1-1'1) 1':1. ... (t~ .. t~)( .-1>")( 1-'P~) P~+(b) 
+ (+2. -+ -1:3 + T) (~-'P")( .~'P:z..)( 1-'V~) 

and the ~oad on the 2-nd trunk group is 
A1.= 1~(1-1>1)(,f-1':l)f~+(!3·nXt-'P1)(1-?J(f-f~) t7~1 

From(5) ili ro~lows that for every primary 
call we nave on average [(~-1' .. ){-1-,?1)( 1-1'~))-'\ 
calLs.~ince ~ primary caLls are arrived dur
ing a unit t1me, the total loa~ ente~'ing the 
first trunk group is 

for the second trunx group 

~2= A A -
o 2. (-1-1> .. Xf-p2.)( 1- 1'3) -

). [i l ,,~+ ~3+T)(4-fJ] 
(t1-1'~) 

.l.!;). Second .t!.iXaDlple 

t9) 

Leli us consider a more complic~lied examp.le of 
a networK comprising four sta~~ons(see ~1g.4) 
We are ~o compute real loads, in trunk groups 
between stations, taking into account the 
durations of establishing connections , of a 
telephone talk itself, as well as the call 
congestion probability.Assume that each lost 
call is repeated once more. 
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Introduce the following, symbols: 

mi- number of trunks in trunk group L 
e for trunk group symbols seeFig.4 ). 

).. L~ - is average number of primary calls per 
unit time sent by subscribers of L 
station l. to station j.- , \, = I,2,3,4. 
Let Al-l, = 0 • 

p - is call congestion probability for a 
separate trunk group between telepho
ne stations, 

P1- is call congestion probability due to 
subscriber engagement, 

t 1 - is average time for providing connec
tion between subscriber and the near

t _ est telephone station, 
T - mean duration of a talk, 

t - is average time for providing connection 
between two neighbouring stations, 

Suppose that connections within our network 
are permitted only through one intermediate 
station.A route is selected in clockwise 
direction.Now we shall calculate ~ i. - the 



total load on the 1, trunk group, including 
several components,for instance 

~-1 = ~1(A12J .... ~l.A~~)+ ~"(.A.2.1) .... ~<t(.A42) , (~O) 
where ~,,(..\~j1 - the load on first t~ g~oup 
in case of telephone talk between \.... and J' 
stations ( see Fig.5).Two cases may take 
place: . . 

I. stations " and K may be adja~ent, 
2. between stations L and ~ situated one 

intermediate station. 
Formula (9) is applicable for the first cas~ 
we get ~,,( ...\"d) == C .Ai.J (11) 

where 

tofP" +(i4+T)(~-f1) 
.-1-1'1 (12) 

Formula (8) fits for the second case,so that 

where 

t) = tp .... (t+t,,)((-1»'P" + (i-+t,,+T)(4-p)(f-1'") . 
(i-1')(~-1''') (14) 

From (10) it fol~ows that every~kin our 
example comprises three comvonerlts having 
form (11) and one component having form(I3). 
Employing formulas (~u) through (14) we 
obtain 

~1 == C(~12.+ ~1"~ ~ltl.) -+ D";\,,~. (15) 
The other ~k, - values are of similar form. 
2.Computation of trunk number in a full
available group with repeated calls 
2.1. Networ~ with repeated calls as a 
network with queueing 

Earlier we evaluated the total load in 
trunk groups at a given congestion probabi
lity.ln that case · we did not concerned how 
to determine a number of trunks m for 
which the served load equals 'et and call 
congestion probability equals p. Here the 
call congestion probability is the ratio of 
a number of primary and secondary lost calls 
to their total number.For approximate deter
mination of a number of repeated trials we 
employ the following approach. 

Let m. be a given number of trunks for 
a full available t~ system with queueing, 
serving Poisson flow with intensity ~ .Then 
we may calculate the average waiting time T. 
Further assume that every subscriber who 
lost primary call is a waiting subscriber, 
sending repeated calls after exponentially 
distributed time intervals of a mean durati
on ~ .The average number of repeated 
trials per one primary call is equal to Tit 
and therefore the call congestion probabili
ty will be 

(16) 

and 

T:. )?_tp . (I?) 
So we came to the next approximate algo
rithm for computing a number of trunks: 
Having given ~oad \.}, congestion probability 
p and mean time in~ervals between tria~8 ~ 
we are to choose such a number m 'that cor
responding mean waiting t~e will be T ,in 
accordance with formula (I?). 

J!'ig.6 offers an example c~arifying the 
behaviour of the curves of call congest10n 
probability for ten-trunK group,obtainea 
rrom equation tlb) with various ~ • Fig.6 
snows also a curve of Erlang formu.1.a iIlClica
ting that the application of this formula is 
quite useless in case of repea'tea calls. 
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A serious error is alSO intrOduced if we 
rep~ace a call congestion probabi~ity bl the 
waiting probabi~ityP>o • The curve ~o 
allows only ror the congestion prooaOility 
or a primary ca~l. ~he curves displayed in 

• 

~1g.? are in~ended for eng1neering computa
tions ox a necessary number of trunltS m, • 
with a~lowance for repea~ea . cal~s on the ba-
sis or a given ca~l congesv~on probab11ity p. 
11--~~~l=~~~~~~ 

p 

o 
0,8 ~/m 1 • 

p 
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2.2. The approach proposed versus a precise 
model. 

Let us discuss the problem concerning the 
accuracy of approximation accepted. One can 
understand by intuition that with increasing 
the repeated call intensity, the mean time 
consumed by repeated calls will approach the 
mean waiting time in a queueing system. This 
is proved in ~rticular, by results of 
Ionin and Sedo'l ( 3 ). They proved that for 
one-trunk s.ystem with repeated calls the 
average number of trials per one primary 
call is 

(18) 
where A- the intensity of a flow of 

primary calls, ~k- the intensity of Poisson 
flow of repeated trials, while the service 
duration follows exponential distribution 
with parameter = I. On the other band , from 
the queueing theory it is known that in one
trunk queueing system the mean waiting ' time 
is A 

~ • (19) 
Substituting (18) and then (19) into (16) we 
find the accurate value of the call congest
ion probability 

hl _ (4+t) A 
T"- A ~ + (~ -+ t) i -~ 

(20) 

and the approximate value 
.A , 
~"t" 

(21) 

From here 

.pot 1-.A 1 
-:: -\ ~ + (22) 
~:1.. ~ (,., + 't:') 

Sincetbecause A< I ,then ,always P1> p,. and 
with A~I and/ or 'i:"~ 0 both the values 
coineide.Fig.8 illustrates such a comparison 

O,g ,1----f--'--'~----+----4 

t:: i 
4 6 

t=jZ 0,8 u,.....&.......j,._.-..._-'-----J i 
5 ~o is,f, 20 t: if, 

FI c;., 8 t 6 7 , 9:A 
Numerical data given for other ~Uit-avail
able systems, dis,cussed in paper (~)provide 
roughly a similar agreement between results 
for an accurate model of repeated calls and 
the approximate approach, when the network 
with repeated calls is treated as a network 
with queueing ( see Fig.9 ). 

2.~.Other models of repeated calls 
In calculation of a number of trunks in a 
full-available trunk group we treated it 
like a system with queueing.This approach 
is rough. In another work, 9' we discussed 
a more adequate model, which permits the 
repeated subscribers to leave the queue with 
a probability dependent on a number of re
peated trials. 

Some recurrent expressions were de~ived 
and by means of a computer some tables were 
composed intended to determine the following 
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characteristics: 
1.- primary call congestion probability 

( with allowance for coming primary and 
secondary calls), 

2.- congestion probabilities, or more pre
cisely, the probability of leaving a queue 
by subscribers making repeated calls, 

~.- an average number of repeated trials per 
one primary call. 

These characteristics account the effect of 
repeated calls rather ample. They answer to 
what extent would the intensity flow be in
creased due to this calls ( which specifies 
the extra load on searching facilities at a 
known mean time of the contact provision). 
They permit to find subscriber work-time 
loss composed of intervals between repeated 
trialS, and the load of presearching facili
ties and so on. 

Results obtained in this way can be ex
tended as well on a non-fUll-available s.ys
tem.}I'or this purpose one should use 1ihe tab
les for waiting time in ideal gradings with 
queueing. 

We stil~ do not know how strong the mean 
waiting time is influenced by 1ihe i"act that 
a served flow is a mLXture of floW8 having 
differen~ mean talx duration ( except ror 
usual telephone talxs,the loa~ includes lost 
trials of a sho~ duration ) • 
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